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3: Results
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would exceed our CPU limit. So we made the
decision to run the remaining jobs on our own large
memory server even though they would run slower.
We also decided to change our timeline expectations
about using the resulting data for experiments
before the end of the fiscal year.
4: Conclusion
We were glad for the experience of using the
HOKUSAI GreatWave servers and learned many
things. The servers are very good and easy to use.
But we also learned that large-memory jobs, like
whole genome scanning for features like CRISPR
target sites, are maybe not the best use for the
GreatWave servers. The GreatWave servers seem to
be better optimized for lower memory, large CPU
demand jobs were many jobs can run in parallel.
But the ACSL large memory server can still be of use
to our group for other less demanding large-memory
searches in the future.
5: Schedule
We completed the search using our own large
memory CPU server machine in February 2017. We
are currently working on post processing the results
for loading into the ZENBU system and for use by
our team for our next phase of experiments. We hope
to publication these results either in a small
bioinformations paper, or include this result in a
large publication within the near future.

When we

publish the results we will cite our use of the
HOKUSAI GreatWave server in addition to using
our own servers.

